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<p>A community interest company that rejuvenates neglected areas and makes them ‘biodiversity enhancing’ has been awarded a Suffolk Award for their work at a Bury St Edmunds school over the coronavirus pandemic.</p>



<p>Joannah Metcalfe and Wesley Stanford from Greener Growth met&nbsp;<a href="https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/">Suffolk</a>’s High Sheriff Edward Creasy and his wife Penny last Friday to be officially handed over the award recognising their work carried out at Riverwalk School since last March, and also their work more broadly across the region.</p>



<p>Joannah said her and her team had been working ‘unremittingly’ over the past year but were shocked to have been recognised with a High Sheriff award.</p>
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<p>“We were completely stunned,” she said. “We used to enter other competitions but we haven’t touched anything for over a year because we have been so busy.</p>



<p>“So to have some recognition that it wasn’t so easy is nice.”</p>



<p>Greener Growth have been working with Riverwalk School for around four years and in that time have set to work building habitat havens, willow plantations and a new pagoda to offer shade and cover for staff and pupils.</p>



<figure class="wp-block-image size-large"><img decoding="async" src="https://i0.wp.com/www.suffolknews.co.uk/_media/img/750x0/NBJ3AC8C40VVOZXOLTGB.jpg?ssl=1" alt="" data-recalc-dims="1"/><figcaption>Greener Growth have been working with Riverwalk School for four years. Picture: Andy Abbott.</figcaption></figure>



<p>Jan Hatchell, headteacher, said it was the company’s willingness to accommodate the school’s needs that had been such a positive for them though.</p>



<p>“We have been finding ways to develop the outside spaces and Greener Growth have little by little developed things for the children,” she said.</p>



<p>She added: “We know exactly what we need for the children.</p>



<p>“Whatever we feel, they will find a way to do it which is why we’ve stuck with them.”</p>



<figure class="wp-block-image"><img decoding="async" src="https://i0.wp.com/www.suffolknews.co.uk/_media/img/750x0/W6LWNYPEWBOMLV6UTJ3G.jpg?ssl=1" alt="Jan Hatchell, headteacher at Riverwalk School, with former pupil Sandy Mowat. Picture: Mark Westley." data-recalc-dims="1"/><figcaption>Jan Hatchell, headteacher at Riverwalk School, with former pupil Sandy Mowat. Picture: Mark Westley.</figcaption></figure>



<p>Edward Creasy, the High Sheriff of&nbsp;<a href="https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/">Suffolk</a>, said: “Despite the restrictions imposed by the pandemic, Greener Growth has continued working to allow everyone to enjoy the benefits of living in a greener environment, and the wonderful work they have done at the Riverwalk School has been truly inspirational, making a real difference to the pupils’ lives.”</p>



<p><a href="https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/news/social-enterprise-bag-suffolk-award-9200712/">https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/news/social-enterprise-bag-suffolk-award-9200712/</a></p>
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<p>A new wildlife mural with the ‘wow’ factor has been unveiled outside a community hub in Bury St Edmunds as part of a £15,000 rejuvenation project.</p>



<p>Members from the local community and councillors Richard Rout and Patrick Chung were on hand last week to officially reveal the new artwork outside the Southgate Community Centre.</p>



<p>Andy Abbott, chairman for the centre, said: “We didn’t see it until it was unveiled and it was a shock. It’s got the wow factor.</p>



<figure class="wp-block-image size-large"><img decoding="async" src="https://i0.wp.com/www.suffolknews.co.uk/_media/img/750x0/DZWL1IHM2ESJLFJ9CQMQ.jpg?ssl=1" alt="" data-recalc-dims="1"/><figcaption>Suffolk County Councillor Richard Rout and Cllr Patrick Chung unveiling the new mural at the Southgate Community Centre. Picture: Andy Abbott.</figcaption></figure>



<p>“Children walk past it every day and it’s got the local community talking.</p>



<p>“And it’s only the first phase.”</p>



<p>The completed mural, created by artists Bella Reynolds and Lauren Bonner, is the first in a four-part ‘Environment and Wildlife initiative’ led by the community centre.</p>



<figure class="wp-block-image"><img decoding="async" src="https://i0.wp.com/www.suffolknews.co.uk/_media/img/750x0/IBCDHUSKD1W7PJ6DT09Y.jpg?ssl=1" alt="The idea for the community centre rejuvenation project came about after a conversation between centre members and Cllr Richard Rout two years ago. Picture: Andy Abbott." data-recalc-dims="1"/><figcaption>The idea for the community centre rejuvenation project came about after a conversation between centre members and Cllr Richard Rout two years ago. Picture: Andy Abbott.</figcaption></figure>



<p>It is a joint collaboration with Greener Growth, a community interest company that takes neglected areas and makes them food-producing and biodiversity-enhancing.</p>



<p>The four-stage project, which was originally conceived around two years ago and will cost £15,000 in total, will also see a stone table, wildlife haven, stone garden area, and sanctuary garden all put in place.</p>



<p>Once the project is complete, Greener Growth will continue working with residents to maintain and develop the spaces.</p>



<p>Andy said it was hoped the initiative would have a ‘lasting effect and impact on the area for the benefit of the community and local residents’.</p>



<p><a href="https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/news/community-centre-unveils-new-mural-as-part-of-15-000-projec-9200760/">https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/news/community-centre-unveils-new-mural-as-part-of-15-000-projec-9200760/</a></p>
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<p class="has-text-align-justify">We are very pleased to announce that Greener Growth CIC has been awarded SafeContractor accreditation from Alcumus for achieving excellence in health and safety in the workplace. Alcumus SafeContractor is a leading third party accreditation scheme which recognises extremely rigorous standards in health and safety management amongst contractors. It is used by thousands of organisations in the UK including SMEs and FTSE 100 companies.</p>



<p class="has-text-align-justify">Our Operations Manager Jannine Parry has spearheaded the work to achieve this accreditation which has taken our health and safety policies to the next level. This award demonstrates to our clients our commitment to ethical, safe working conditions and will greatly expand the sites and clients we can work with. Most of all the award shows our team, that we are committed to providing them with a safe and secure working environment.</p>



<p>Well done Jannine and all the team!</p>
					</div>
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					<div>
						
<p>HMP Wayland is based near Thetford, in Norfolk, and is a low security category C prison. It has large PIPE (Psychologically Informed Planned Environments) and PD (personality disorder) units within the same building, which share the same large garden. We have been working with this prison for years now, with 2021 being the seventh delivery year!</p>



<p>During Phase One we introduced a permaculture-based plan, which included renovating some old buildings and an old aviary into a potting shed &amp; green-house. We brought in donated and recycled materials, as this was not part of the original budget (the buildings were due to be pulled down). They have made a fabulous central feature of the gardens and have been incredibly useful.</p>



<p>In addition to nine large timber framed raised beds, we have also added three ‘Back-Yard Projects’, four wildlife ponds, many willow (fedge) boundary fences, rustic benches with arbours and a memorial garden. We have also planted a substantial heritage orchard and deliver two lots of six-week ‘Food &amp; Nutrition &amp; Budgeting’ courses to help the inmates learn how to prepare and cook the produce they grow. Learning how to budget on a low income is also a vital skill for true rehabilitation.</p>



<p>A poly-tunnel was donated and so there is now an additional tier to our delivery. Teaching how we can generate fresh food all year around, even during the “Hungry Gap”.</p>
					</div>
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<p>A call for&nbsp;<a href="https://www.suffolknews.co.uk/bury-st-edmunds/">Bury St Edmunds</a>&nbsp;residents to put their favourite town green spaces on the map – literally – has been made by a Suffolk environmental community interest company.</p>



<p>Greener Growth’s Bury Green Spaces project wants people to fill out a questionnaire to help to create a ‘green corridor’ throughout the town for the benefit of wildlife and residents’ suggestions for the map could also grow future project ideas.</p>



<p>Jo Metcalfe, founder of Greener Growth, said: “We all know outdoor activities have become more important over the last year or so but for us they have always been important because of the impact on health, wellbeing and biodiversity as a whole.</p>
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<p>“People that live in this town know their area best, so we need their input on how green spaces near them should be managed or looked at a little differently to help wildlife thrive there.”</p>



<p>The organisation has worked on various projects across the town over the years and when this new idea was presented to the town council most councillors were in support of it, including chairman and mayor, Peter Thompson.</p>



<p>He said: “The important thing for me in this project is that it is community-driven. I love that this will be engaging with people to show what they have found.</p>



<p>“On my ward, Moreton Hall, I have seen people discovering places on their daily walks that they did not know existed before, so I am hoping Jo’s project will bring greater awareness like this and benefit residents’ lives and their mental wellbeing for the better.”</p>



<p>Jo also hopes the project will allow for collaborations with the likes of Bury in Bloom and Grow Bury St Edmunds Community Garden to make the map fully inclusive of all the good work which is being done in the town.</p>



<p>She said: “We want everybody, town councillors, community groups and residents to join forces on this for the benefit of the town.</p>
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<h2 class="posttitle wp-block-heading">"Anyone for a carrot?’</h2>



<p><em><strong>Re-greening our prisons from the inside out</strong></em></p>



<p><strong><a href="https://insidetime.org/anyone-for-a-carrot/">insidetime.org</a></strong> | <strong>Joannah Metcalfe</strong></p>



<hr class="wp-block-separator"/>



<p class="p1">Greener Growth is delighted to report that recognition of the impact of spending time outside with our unique therapeutic packages seems to be growing as fast as our gardens this year! So far with the prison estates in the East Anglian &amp; Kent regions and progressing with registered interest at HMP Thameside.</p>
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<p class="p1">We are being asked to attend more and more meetings with both our normal points of contact – therapeutic units (PIPES and TCs) – but also with Prison Governors themselves. Those with a really progressive approach, such as Sonia Walsh at HMP Wayland near Thetford in Norfolk, and previously Will Styles and now Acting Governor Ruth Stevens at HMP Whitemoor in Cambridgeshirehave been so impressed with the various impacts of the PIPE Gardens, they want us to help “Re-Green” the rest of the prison’s interiors. It has been a pleasure to discuss such real innovations.</p>



<p class="p1">We are now happy to report we have 2 projects growing at HMP Wayland with another 3 planned, 2 at HMP Whitemoor with another 3 in development, and 1 at HMP Swaleside with another about to start.</p>
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<p class="p1">It is so obviously an effective, relatively low cost, high yielding way to change the “abandon hope all ye who enter” atmosphere of some of our prisons, it is not difficult to see why. Making use of the resources already present in our prison estates, i.e. the space, recycling or re-using materials and any resources already on each site, and helping people to help themselves by planting and growing food whilst creating conservation initiatives. Nature does the rest.</p>



<p class="p1">We believe that transforming the look and feel of the gardens whilst growing food, creates a more varied range of results than any other initiatives, as there is such a myriad of different benefits from working outside. There are so many reports coming out now regarding the therapeutic benefits of being outside, connecting with the natural rhythms of Nature, the seasons, that the earth itself improves mental health and general wellbeing. Mentally and emotionally grounding, literally, growing food and encouraging Nature back into urban, concrete environments, encourages us to observe that which is “outside of ourselves”, and within these new points of interest comes a calmer capacity to re-engage with the simpler pleasures of life. Growing fresh, seasonal produce, combined with all the benefits of learning how to cook nutritionally-rich meals, how to share again, all these are such valuable life skills. To see more people within the whole prison community getting outside and working, laughing and growing together is such a pleasure. These are exciting times.</p>



<p class="p1">It is not difficult to understand how this re-engagement or learning of new skills helps improve mental health issues, general fitness and wellbeing, helps increase employability and hope for the future. Everyone needs something to look forward to. It is vital for us as a society that people leave their sentence in a better state than when they went in – or more unnecessary suffering (and cost) ensues. So much criminality has its roots in mental health issues, if prisons are only about punishment and not about new beginnings, it is a huge failure and missed opportunity for all of us.</p>
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<p class="p1">For our team, the constant news on what is wrong with the current prison system just emphasises how many opportunities there are to generate innovative new approaches to get things right. Our 8 years work with residents has such a profound impact, we are passionately dedicated to the need to cover more land with “Greener Growth”, and impact more people within our prison communities, both staff, residents and the wider environment alike.</p>



<p class="p1">We have finally managed to access some photographs of one of our smaller prison projects to help demonstrate the visual impact of our work. As you take in the transformation of our “Before and After” shots, imagine how it feels to start working outside in a garden like this when you have been inside for most of your adult life, like many of the men we work with in HMP Whitemoor. Feeling the sun on your face, the grass under your feet, to see birds and butterflies close up again. To pop a fresh pea in your mouth, a strawberry, to pull up carrots you sowed from seed. To watch pond skaters on the surface of the wildlife pond, see and hear a dragonfly humming past.</p>
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<p>Currently news around prison is all about creating more prison spaces, about locking more people up. With a high re-offending rate, and so many prisons with low staffing levels and men and women in their cells, unable to attend courses and classes that they need to initiate positive changes, our vote would be focusing on a different path.</p>



<p class="p1">Our plea to anyone in a position of authority over our prison estates is help us to help residents help themselves. Transformation does not have to cost the earth, literally or metaphorically. Nature is in a constant state of regeneration and renewal. So our prisons could be too – and we believe engaging our low cost, high yielding systems across the wider community and all the land that it encompasses could hold that profound key. Let’s engage with some down to earth, common sense systems that reverse the trends, take back land and people into productive systems for the benefit of all and let’s do it now.</p>



<p class="p1">Anyone for a carrot?</p>
					</div>
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<p><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">(Photo above: Craig Lee and Paul Hebditch from Greener Growth check on a wild flower area at Riduna Park business park in Melton Picture: Ross Bentley)</span></p>



<hr class="wp-block-separator"/>



<p><strong>Ross Bentley</strong> | <a href="https://www.eadt.co.uk/business/biodiversity-net-gains-in-suffolk-housing-plans-1-6170634"><strong>East Anglian Times</strong></a><strong>&nbsp;&nbsp;</strong></p>



<p>An event held in Suffolk this week sought to encourage house builders and construction firms to factor nature into their plans from the start.</p>
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<p class="has-text-align-center"><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">Joannah Metcalfe of Greener Growth presenting at Riduna Park Picture: Ross Bentley</span></p>
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<p>For a long time conservationists have pointed to urban sprawl as a key reason why wildlife is in decline.</p>



<p>Often, new housing is built on the edges of towns and villages, destroying valuable fringe habitats, hedges, scrub and copses - replacing it with concrete and tarmac.</p>



<p>And while developers are obliged to conduct ecological surveys and transfer endangered species to other sites, few new developments make any concessions to the insects, birds and reptiles whose space they have taken in terms of leaving green areas or nest boxes for them to use.</p>



<p>But there are signs that politicians and businesses are finally looking at ways to make housing developments more nature friendly.</p>



<p><a href="https://www.eadt.co.uk/news/suffolk-aonb-housing-development-natural-colours-1-5802448"><strong>READ MORE: Using nature's colours to help buildings blend into Suffolk's best landscapes</strong></a></p>
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<p class="has-text-align-center"><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">Wild flower area at Riduna Park in Melton Picture: Ross Bentley</span></p>
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<p><strong>Biodiversity net gain</strong></p>



<p>In March, Chancellor Philip Hammond used his Spring Statement to confirm that government will use the forthcoming Environment Bill to mandate 'biodiversity net gain' - meaning the delivery of much-needed infrastructure and housing should not be at the expense of vital biodiversity.</p>



<p>Expect to hear more of the term 'biodiversity net gain' in future months - a phrase that requires developers to ensure habitats for wildlife are enhanced and left in a measurably better state than they were pre-development.</p>



<p>According the Department for Environment, Food &amp; Rural Affairs (Defra), going forward developers will be required to assess the type of habitat and its condition before submitting plans, and then demonstrate how they are improving biodiversity, such as through the creation of green corridors, planting more trees, or forming local nature spaces.</p>



<p>If this approach is applied with conviction in Suffolk, it could make a big difference.</p>
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<p class="has-text-align-center"><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">Wild flower area at Riduna Park in Melton Picture: Ross Bentley</span></p>
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<p>More than 62,000 new homes will be needed in the county in the next 20 years to keep up with demand, according to The State of Suffolk 2019 report produced by public health body Healthy Suffolk earlier this year. And it's not just the houses and apartments that will have an impact - green space will also go under the digger to build the accompanying roads, shops, schools and community buildings required to service this substantial heft of bricks and mortar.</p>



<p><strong>Active conservation</strong></p>



<p>Someone who wants to soften the impact of all this built environment is Joannah Metcalfe, founder of Greener Growth, a community interest company, based near Bury St Edmunds, which uses conservation and gardening projects to teach school children about nature and give prison inmates a sense of purpose and wellbeing.</p>



<p>Latterly, Ms Metcalfe and her team have turned their attention to developers and builders who they want to work with to make housing projects as nature friendly as they can be.</p>



<p>With this in mind, the Greener Growth team hosted an information event at Riduna Park business park in Melton near Woodbridge earlier this week and invited landowners and representatives from councils and construction businesses along to hear their rallying cry and to demonstrate how they can work together to improve conditions for wildlife.</p>
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<p class="has-text-align-center"><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">Joannah Metcalfe presenting at Riduna Park Picture: Deborah Watson</span></p>
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<p>"Traditionally wildlife conservation and the construction industries have been typically juxtaposed and disconnected," says Ms Metcalfe.</p>



<p>"If certain forms of wildlife are found on a site, such as great crested newts or species of bat, building can be delayed or halted."</p>



<p><a href="https://www.eadt.co.uk/business/oftec-backs-biofuel-to-replace-heating-oil-1-6119906"><strong>READ MORE: Households who use heating oil should be preparing to transition to biofuel, says industry body</strong></a></p>



<p><strong>Proposition</strong></p>
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<p class="has-text-align-center"><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">Verbena cluster at Riduna Park</span></p>
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<p>Greener Growth's proposition has a number of strands. One service they are offering is managing land that developers have purchased for housing but that may then sit untouched for years before the heavy plant moves in.</p>



<p>Often, during this time nature takes over but Greener Growth offers to look after this process, so that natural areas have already been designated before building starts.</p>



<p>This, they say, will smooth the planning process.</p>



<p>Ms Metcalfe said much of this cost can be paid for with savings elsewhere. Earth and waste material removal costs - which are not insignificant at £230 per skip - can be much reduced by recycling, using off-cuts of wood and pallets to make bird boxes and bug hotels, and keeping earth on site for nature zones.</p>



<p>Greener Growth also promotes the planting of wild flowers across developments, as seen at Riduna Park where pollinator-friendly verbena and ox-eye daises have been retro-planted in place of architectural grasses "that do virtually nothing for wildlife" said Ms Metcalfe.</p>



<p>One building firm that has already linked up with Greener Growth is Mixbrow Construction from Needham Market. Operations director Stuart Leech said he hoped to " set the company apart" from other building firms by offering a greener proposition when it comes to tendering for contracts.</p>
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<p class="has-text-align-center"><span style="font-size: small; color: #000000;">Stuart Leech of Mixbrow Construction at Riduna Park Picture: Ross Bentley</span></p>



<p class="has-text-align-left">But, he added: "To really have an impact, we need to get in early with the architects and designers, [who design developments] as getting anything changed after planning permission has been given can be an issue."</p>
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<p>Above: <a href="https://www.ridunapark.com/">Riduna Park</a> director Katie Emmerson and founder/director of Green Growth Jo Metcalfe</p>
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<p><strong>PRESS RELEASE<br></strong>For immediate release 18 July 2019</p>



<p><strong>&nbsp;</strong><strong>CONSTRUCTION WORLD ENCOURAGED TO PLAY THEIR PART IN COUNTY-WIDE CONSERVATION</strong></p>



<p><strong>&nbsp;</strong><strong>Business leaders in construction and land development have been urged to embrace their important role in conservation across Suffolk.</strong></p>



<p><strong>&nbsp;</strong>Landowners, council representatives and housing businesses were among those who attended a special event at Riduna Park, in Melton, to hear a rallying call from CIC Greener Growth.</p>



<p>The event saw Greener Growth’s founder, Joannah Metcalfe, emphasise the need for more knowledge, responsibility and active conservation practices among those developing homes and building projects across Suffolk.</p>



<p>She highlighted the challenges faced by the natural environment throughout the county, and urged company owners to make it part of their project delivery to consider the impact of their work on wildlife in particular.</p>



<p>Greener Growth, which focuses on taking neglected areas and making them both food producing and biodiversity-enhancing, is already working with the owners of Riduna Park, to ensure that birds, bats, insects and woodland areas are preserved through a number of considerate wildlife activities.</p>



<p>Welcoming nearly 30 business representatives to the event, staged in East Suffolk Council’s headquarters, Jo said: “It was our great pleasure to hold this event at Riduna Park in recognition of their commitment to this innovative new type of partnership.</p>



<p>“Traditionally wildlife conservation and the construction industries have been typically juxtaposed and disconnected. If certain forms of wildlife are found on a site, building can be delayed or halted.</p>



<p>“Collaborating with Greener Growth with a series of different initiatives, these industries can turbo-charge their green credentials by honouring the wider environment and work with nature rather than against it. We would like to thank East Suffolk Council for their kind support and enthusiasm for our objectives.”</p>



<p>Those attending the event were encouraged to witness a number of the activities already in place at Riduna Park, and took a tour of the business park to see the stationed bird boxes, insect hotels and bat hides which have been put in place in recent weeks.</p>



<p>Katie Emerson, Project Manager for Riduna Holdings, which owns the park, said: “We are absolutely delighted to be working with Greener Growth, not only because of their community interest ethos, but because of the fascinating education and understanding which the team are able to bring to our business residents around what they can do to help Suffolk’s conservation situation.</p>



<p>“Already, we’ve had a number of companies on the site say that they want to sponsor boxes or other water and wildlife based features which will be springing up across Riduna Park this summer.</p>



<p>“It’s a great collaboration for us, and one which we wanted more construction and development companies to be able to benefit from in a similar way.”</p>



<p>Among those businesses and organisations attending the event were Brightwell Ventures, Suffolk Community Foundation, Mixbrow Construction, Savills, Rose Construction, Norse, Weston Homes, Harrowden Turf, Suffolk County Council, East Suffolk Council and Andrew Thompson &amp; Associates, Eco Frenzy, Jordan+Bateman Architects</p>



<p>For more information about the Park and its offering, contact Katie on</p>



<p>01394 799 089 or email <a href="/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#3e555f4a575b7e4c575a4b505f5651525a5750594d105d5153"><span class="__cf_email__" data-cfemail="a9c2c8ddc0cce9dbc0cddcc7c8c1c6c5cdc0c7ceda87cac6c4">[email&#160;protected]</span></a> or <a href="/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#71141f0004180318140231031815041f100110031a5f121e1c"><span class="__cf_email__" data-cfemail="50353e2125392239352310223934253e312031223b7e333f3d">[email&#160;protected]</span></a>.</p>



<p><strong>&nbsp;</strong><strong>ENDS.</strong></p>
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<p><strong>NOTES TO EDITORS</strong></p>



<p><strong><u>Press Contact:</u></strong></p>



<p>For more details and further interview opportunity, please contact Deborah Watson via email on <a href="/cdn-cgi/l/email-protection#771312151805161f371b120f1e1616101219140e59141859021c"><span class="__cf_email__" data-cfemail="355150575a47545d7559504d5c545452505b564c1b565a1b405e">[email&#160;protected]</span></a> or call 07974 359001.</p>



<p><strong><u>Images:</u></strong></p>



<p>Images were taken by Riduna Holdings and are the property of Riduna Holdings and are made available for media use by the company for single use.</p>



<p><strong>&nbsp;</strong><strong><u>About Riduna:</u></strong></p>



<p>Already home to the headquarters of East Suffolk District Council, several innovative independent businesses, and the artisan coffee house Honey + Harvey, the site has attracted huge interest from companies keen to base themselves in a modern development which has easy access points by rail and road.</p>



<p>Phase Two, which consists of nine offices varying in size from 1,250 sq ft to 7,500 sq ft two-storey options, is now ready for occupation.</p>



<p>The new stage of the business park has been completed with wooden flooring, intuitive heating and air conditioning, shower rooms, and also includes plenty of car parking for staff and visitors.</p>



<p><u>Data Regulations:</u><br>You are receiving this press release as your contact details and publication are featured on freely available media database software, utilised by this agency. Should you not wish to receive communications from us, please contact Deborah Watson on the contact details above.</p>
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<p><strong>Background information:</strong> Please see the UK State of Nature report which can be found here&nbsp;<a href="https://www.rspb.org.uk/our-work/stateofnature2016/"><strong>State of Nature 2016</strong></a></p>
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<p><strong>Chris Mahon</strong> | <strong><a href="https://iucnuk.wordpress.com/2019/07/08/iucn-regional-conservation-forum-2019-europe-north-central-asia-rotterdam/">IUCN-UK</a></strong></p>
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<div class="wp-block-column is-layout-flow wp-block-column-is-layout-flow" style="flex-basis:100%">
<div dir="ltr">
<p>More than 20 IUCN Member organisations and Commission Members from the UK attended the RCF in Rotterdam last week. Despite the sombre findings of the recent IPBES report and against a background of dire and unprecedented degradation of the natural world, the meeting was relatively upbeat. Maybe urgency creates focus, certainly the need for it. And as others elsewhere turned their backs on the European Union, here all participants embraced the opportunity as a means of collaborating to tackle the enormous task ahead of us. Not just Europe either as this event engaged beyond, to non-EU countries in West Europe and in North and Central Asia – from Greenland to the Kamkchatka Peninsula, from the Arctic to the Mediterranean. Clearly, we need to work together – better.</p>
<p>Inspiration from many speakers but in particular for me the IUCN Acting Director General, Grethel Aguilar, with a message of hope and greater ambition, and an important question for the IUCN family – are you willing to increase the level of risk?</p>
<figure><img decoding="async" class="size-full wp-image-1147 aligncenter" src="https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=723" sizes="(max-width: 723px) 100vw, 723px" srcset="https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=723 723w, https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=1444 1444w, https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=150 150w, https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=300 300w, https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=768 768w, https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=1024 1024w" alt="2020 superyear graphic" data-attachment-id="1147" data-permalink="https://iucnuk.wordpress.com/2020-superyear-graphic/" data-orig-file="https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg" data-orig-size="3959,2171" data-comments-opened="1" data-image-meta="{&quot;aperture&quot;:&quot;1.8&quot;,&quot;credit&quot;:&quot;&quot;,&quot;camera&quot;:&quot;iPhone 7 Plus&quot;,&quot;caption&quot;:&quot;&quot;,&quot;created_timestamp&quot;:&quot;1562169538&quot;,&quot;copyright&quot;:&quot;&quot;,&quot;focal_length&quot;:&quot;3.99&quot;,&quot;iso&quot;:&quot;32&quot;,&quot;shutter_speed&quot;:&quot;0.03030303030303&quot;,&quot;title&quot;:&quot;&quot;,&quot;orientation&quot;:&quot;0&quot;}" data-image-title="2020 superyear graphic" data-image-description="" data-medium-file="https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=300" data-large-file="https://iucnuk.files.wordpress.com/2019/07/2020-superyear-graphic.jpg?w=723"></figure><div dir="ltr">
<p>2020 will be a ‘superyear’ for nature conservation. Here in Rotterdam was the opportunity to pave the way to the IUCN World Conservation Congress in Marseille, France, in June next year, and influence beyond to the 15th Meeting of the CBD COP in Kunming, China, later in 2020, a critical meeting with the goal of putting in place a post-2020 framework for biodiversity protection.</p>
<figure></figure><p></p>
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<p>A new draft IUCN programme for 2021-24 was analysed with an opportunity for all to input through workshop sessions and considerable guidance from Members was gathered for the next iteration of the draft. There was much emphasis on this being a programme for all involved in IUCN, not just a workplan for the Secretariat. It will engage us all and will rely on Member’s further participation in its delivery, as will the implementation of the many Motions to the Members Assembly coming forward for the next Congress, including several from UK Members.</p>
<figure></figure><p></p>
<p>The logistical organisation of the event by the National Committee for the Netherlands was an exemplar of what can be achieved by a National Committee, working closely with the Regional Office teams in Brussels and Belgrade, the programme was managed efficiently, accommodating over 400 delegates, a wide variety of speakers, workshop sessions, side events, field trips and a reception at the Natural History Museum.</p>
<p>National Committees gathered on the first morning for a well-received workshop session organised by the Working Group for National Committee Development. A presentation later in the programme dealt with the progress being made with forming an Interregional Committee which is close to reaching its goal of achieving 50% approval from Members, though less than half of Members contacted had responded to the consultation survey.</p>
<p>For more details on the activities and the RCF programme go to:&nbsp; &nbsp;&nbsp;<a href="http://www.iucn.org/rcf_rotterdam2019">www.iucn.org/rcf_rotterdam2019</a>&nbsp; or check out feedback at&nbsp; #IUCNRCFRotterdam</p>
<p>So, onwards towards the <a href="https://www.iucncongress2020.org/">World Conservation Congress</a> in Marseille, 11-19 June 2010,&nbsp;for which plans are well underway, and&nbsp;with a new draft programme for us all to get behind. Act soon to prepare your Motions to the Members Assembly, propose your side events and workshop sessions if you wish to lead them, and get fully engaged in the WCC next year. It’s not likely to be in Europe again for a very long time.</p>
<figure></figure><div dir="ltr"></div>
<div dir="ltr"><em>Chris Mahon</em></div>
<div dir="ltr"><em>Chief Executive, IUCN National Committee UK</em></div>
<div dir="ltr"><em>Chair, Working Group for National Committee Development Europe, North &amp; Central Asia and IUCN Global Group for National and Regional Committee Development</em></div>
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